
 

Alumni Meet Report 

Conducted on 11/12/2021 

To interact and to build long term relationships with the alumni department of 

CS&IT, Maulana Azad National Urdu University has conducted a virtual Alumni meet on 

11/12/2021. Distinguished alumni were invited to this event through the Telegram group. The 

purpose of this Telegram group is to be in touch with alumni and to maintain communication 

with them.  

The program has started with a recitation of Quran, followed by MANUU Tarana. 

Around 100 alumni, all the teaching staff, Dr Syed Imtiyaz Hassan, Head, Department of 

CS&IT and Prof. Abdul Wahid, Dean, School of Technology attended the meeting.  

Head sir Dr Syed Imtiyaz Hasan has addressed alumni with beautiful narration from 

the holy Quran “one who purifies itself succeed and one who corrupts itself fails. He also 

conveyed that alumni are ambassadors of institutions and have a great role in institution 

building, he also stressed that Alumni need to have trust in an organization graduated with 

and to have a continuous association with the institution.  

The department could acknowledge with the interactions that our  60-70% alumni are 

employed, 20-25% are pursuing higher education which is a great relief and achievement to 

the department. Most of the alumni are in good positions, who are currently working in 

multinational companies such as TCS, WIPRO, Infosys, Cognizant etc., in very good 

positions such as Software engineer, software developer, senior program analyst etc., across 

India and abroad.  

A video of old clippings was played during the event. All the attendees refreshed their 

memories by video. Few alumni shared their memories with department also conveyed their 

willingness to support juniors in all possible aspects within their capacity. Alumni have 

cherished every moment they spent at MANUU during their coursework. They thanked 

wholeheartedly coordinators for organizing the first alumni meet and for providing the 

platform to interact with the teachers, fellow classmates, seniors and juniors. They also 

expressed to conduct such events in University premises once in a calendar. 

Professor Pradeep Kumar congratulated the coordinators and expressed that the 

scholars’ team were quite cooperative and advised to be in continuous relation with the 

department.  



Prof. Abdul Wahid, Dean, School of Technology addressed the gathering and 

expressed his happiness to acknowledge the success of alumni and the role and responsibility 

they are performing with the enthusiasm. Sir also interacted with the few distinguished 

alumni and wished best of luck for their future endeavours.  

Program concluded with the vote of thanks followed by national anthem. The 

program was hosted by Ms. Geeta Pattun, Assistant Professor. Ms. Khaleda Afroaz, Ms. 

Geeta Pattun, Mr. Anjar Ahsan, Mr. Amir Khan have organised the program with dedication 

and continuous contact with the prominent alumni with a short notice. 

  

  

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 









 
 


